AN EXTENSION OF THE THEORY OF FREDHOLM DETERMINANTS
The theory of Fredholm déterminants (see for instance [10] ) has been extended by Grothendieck [5] and applies to certain linear operators defîned by kernels. One associâtes with J6 an entire analytic function d^-, called the Fredholm déterminant, such that
where Jfis an entire analytic operator-valued function. In what follows we shall obtain results of the same type. The radius of convergence of the "déterminant" will possibly be finite rather than infinité, but larger than the inverse of the spectral radius of J6.
Let α>Ο,Ο<0<1, and let X be a compact metric space. We dénote by (f = cf*(X) the Banach space of (uniformly) ce-Hôlder functions IHC with the usual norm. We assume that Vc Χ, ψ: V» X and φ e (f 1, are given such that ψ is a contraction:
d(i)x^y) < 0 d{x,y)
and ψ has its support in V. A bounded linear operator Jfon is then defined by
* φ(χ)'ϊ(ψχ) if xe V (Jfi)(x) = -
[0 if χ t V The operators J6 which will interest us are intégrais of operators of the form JÎ: X= f μ{άω)^ω (1.1) where Jf is defined with V . ψ ,φ as above, and where μ is a finite positive measure (which we may take to be a probability measure). The following will be standing assumptions.
(i) /K^)lkJI <»
where || || is the norm in
(ii) There is δ > 0 such that, for ail ω, V' contains the <5-neighborhood of the support of φ .
(iii) υ H V , ψ } ψ ω are measurable. [Using (ii), and possibly changing 6, we may assume that there are only finitely many différent V % and that they are compact subsets of X. We may take as measurability condition the assumption that 
where Ji is a holomorphic operator-valued function in (1.4).
The proof of this theorem is given in Section 2.
1.2.
Remarks.
(a) We see that l/((^) plays the rôle of a Fredholm déterminant. However, ζ(ζ) dépends on the décomposition (1.1) and not just on the operator J6\ We shall obtain a "true" déterminant in the differentiable case below.
(b) Let E be a fînite-dimensional α-Hôlder vector bundle over X (i.e., E is trivialized by a finite atlas, and the transition between charts uses matrix-valued α-Hôlder functions). We assume that ρ : Ε» Ε is an adjoint vector bundle map over (c) Let r = (r,α) with integer r > 0 and 0 < a < 1. We dénote by = C*(X) the Banach space (with the usual norm) of functions I H ( which have continuous derivatives up to order r, the r-th derivative being uniformly o-Hôlder. We shall write r > 1 if r > 1, and jr| = r + a. The proof of this theorem is given in Section 3. 
This follows from the identity where ζ was defîned in (1.2). 
1.8.
Expanding maps.
The case where the ψ are local inverses of a map /. Χ H X has relations to statistical mechanics and applications to Axiom A dynamical Systems and hyperbolic Julia sets. Various aspects of this case have been discussed by Ruelle [12] , Pollicott [9] , Tangerman [15] , and Haydn [6] , and a gênerai review has been given in [13] . Note that the conjectures A and B of [13] are proved in the présent paper. The real analytic situation, not considered here, has been discussed in Ruelle [11] , Mayer [7] , and Fried [3] , and leads to
Fredholm déterminants in the sensé of Grolhendieck [5] . Note that an erroneous statement about the growth of déterminants in [4] and [11] has been corrected by Fried [3] . For piecewise monotone one-dimensional maps see Baladi and Keller [1] . The case of an expanding map / is analysed by using a Markov partition (for which see Sinai [14] and Bowen [2] ). In the more gênerai situation discussed here, there are no Markov partitions. Our proofs will make use, instead, of suitable coverings of X by balls.
The présent treatment is completely self-contained, but référence to [13] is interesting in ρ providing for instance an interprétation of the spectral radius e as exponential of a topological pressure.
Other examples.
A class of examples where the results of the présent paper apply is described as follows. Let X be a compact manifold, X its universal cover, and π: X»X the canonical map. We assume that ψ. Χ H X is a contraction, such that ά(ψη,ψι/) < 0 and that ψ: IH( is of class C& and suitably tending to zéro at infinity. Define (JTi)(s)= Σ_ χ <p(y)#(fo). yE7T χ It is not hard to see that J6 is of the form discussed above.
2.
Proof of Theorem 1,1.
2.1.
Coverings of X by balls.
The foliowing construction involves the constants 0,6 of Section 1 and a constant κ which will be selected later; for the moment we only assume that 0 < κ < 1. Let j be a fînite ^ 6(1 -0)-dense family of points of X. In particular, the balls
cover X. For each j,u with X-cV we choose measurably u(j,u) such that J ^ and therefore We write b = (z v ,· · ·,/). We only have to check that
for m > 1, and a similar inequality for τη = 1.
Theoperator
We defîne Ρ 1 if X . c V" and ζ = τ^',ω) r nM = i We shall also need the operator such that (2< ra )*) fl = *Wa)).
We defîne the norm on e^C a (X^) by
and similarly for e j^m^C a (X(a)).
Note that, with thèse norms ||g( TO )||<l , ||7< m )||<l.
Proposition. Ρ (a)
The spectral radius of M {andthus J6) is < the spectral radius e of \<%\.
Given ε > 0, we have Cl Ρ and therefore the essential spectral radius of Ji (andthus Jiï) is < θ e . 
Using (2.2) we have
\{JC m i){z)-{JC m k){y)\ d(x,
The operators Jl k and JC^\
If k > 0, we shall defîne an operator Λ^ on ^o' 'V *o l k where the sum extends over the set 1^ of k + 1-tuples î = (i 0> · · · such that *ο < "" < *Α a n d Before proving this resuit, we note the following conséquence. 
2.12.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The right-hand side of (2.10) is the sura of two terms. The first can be written as «((ι^,ω) 
